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Cardiogenetics was launched in 2011 and it has been published over the past nine years by PAGEPress Publications [1]. Dr. Giuseppe Limongelli has served as its Editor-in-Chief [2] since its inception and, together with Dr. Lia Crotti, who became co-Editor-in-Chief in 2019, will remain active in this role.

We are delighted to take over the publication of Cardiogenetics from PAGEPress and perpetuate the legacy of this journal, and ensure that we serve well the genetics and the cardiology communities. Cardiogenetics complements very well the MDPI portfolio of medical and life sciences journals [3,4], especially Journal of Cardiovascular Development and Disease [5], Hearts [6], and Genes [7] and strengthen the trans-disciplinary bridge between basic sciences and applied sciences across MDPI journals.

We will publish only one quarterly issue in 2020, and regularly publish four quarterly issues from 2021.

Enjoy publishing your work in Cardiogenetics [8]!
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